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An active tree improvement program involves scores of
permanent test plantations. Their rapid and efficient establishment becomes a matter of concern. Aside from the cost,
time itself is important. Trees are living and the longer
they remain out of the ground, the poorer their chances of
survival. Hence speed is in itself desirable.
During the past 8 years the Michigan State University
forest genetic project has established 121 test plantations
within the state. Currently 10 to 20 new test plantations are
established each year. These vary in size from a few
hundred to several thousand trees and contain from 20 to
300 different seedlots, each replicated several times. Of
necessity, all the preparation and much of the actual
planting is done by the Same three men during a 3- to 4week period.
This experience prompted the development of new methods of experimental plantation establishment which are
described in this paper.

Quality in Permanent Test Plantations
High survival, good growth, low error variance and ease
of measurement are the principal characteristics of a good
test plantation. The first three factors are strongly interrelated. Conditions which result in poor initial survival are
often the Same ones responsible for poor growth and low
statistical precision. That has been evident in the NC-51
provenance- and progeny-testing program in which the
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station participates.
Most experiments have included several different plantations. And in most experiments the vast majority (possibly
95 per cent) of the useful information has been derived
from plantations in which initial mortality was 20 per cent
or less.
There is no set standard for the maximum size of the
error variance. In several recent experiments the standard
error of estimate of a single seedlot mean has been 6 or 7
per cent of the plantation mean. That is so high as to make
difficult the detection of small differences (i. e. differences
less than 15 per cent of the mean). But such differences are
important enough to be detected, and improvement is
needed. Precision can be increased by smaller plots and
more replications but a limit is soon reached. Greater gains
can be made by refinement in nursery and planting techniques.
Plantation measurements is a costly item at best. Cost
can be kept reasonably low if spacing is regular and plantations are free of brush. Costs may become prohibitive in
irregular plantations.
These are the standards to be maintained when applying
new methods to the establishment of plantations to test
scores or hundreds of genetically different entities.

Nursery Handling of Stock
Lifting und bundling trees from unreplicated nurser9
experiments
The standard nursery experiment at Michigan State University consists of four randomized replications containing
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small plots and a fifth replication containing large plots of
several hundred trees each. The four small-plot replications
are measured to provide statistically adequate data on
nursery performance. Most or all of the trees for field
planting are derived from the fifth, unmeasured replicate.
Lifting and bundling procedures are the Same for such
an experiment as for an unreplicated one because all material of a seedlot destined for one plantation is taken from
one portion of a seedbed. The following description applies
specifically to seedlings lifted for a single plantation to
contain 108 seedlots, 10 randomized complete blocks, and
4-tree plots. The steps are as follows.
(1) Using the nursery map, check all nursery labels and
replace broken or illegible ones.
(2) Place masking-tape labels on 5 trees (if there are to
be 5 similar plantations) per plot. Use masking tape because it is cheap and will not bind the trees as wired labels
would; the tape lasts about one year. Write the seedlot
numbers with a black China-marking pencil - other pens
or pencils fade. Attach the masking tape labels right-side
up near the tops of the seedlings.
(3) Run the tractor-drawn lifter under the seedbed to
loosen the seedlings; observe the operation to insure that
no seedlings are misplaced.
(4) Starting in the corner opposite the semi-permanent
plot marker, pul1 40 seedlings (including one with a masking-tape label) plus a few extras for culling. Tie them
together and proceed to the other 107 seedlots. Transport
all the 40-tree bundles to the packing shed. The oppositecorner starting point is important because it helps to maintain plot identity until all trees are lifted.
(5) Untie a 40-tree bundle, make a check mark against a
master sheet, discard the smaller extra trees, and place
masking-tape labels near the tops of nine more trees. Check
these new labels. Make ten 4-tree bundles, each containing
one labelled tree. Fasten each bundle with a rubber band;
use 2 loops only because each bundle must be unfastened
later in a second or two. Root prune if necessary, dip the
roots in water and place one 4-tree bundle in Replicate 1,
one in Replicate 2, etc. Proceed to the next 40-tree bundle.
(6) After completion of the 4-tree bundling, pack and
label each replicate separately.
This schedule permits prompt handling of the trees
without undue desiccation or confusion. The work generally proceeds at the rate of about 140 trees per man-hour
when preparing 4-tree bundles. That includes all labelling,
lifting and packing. The accuracy record has been good.
That has been checked in several provenance tests in which
the extreme between-provenance differences make mistakes easy to detect. One mistake occurred in 25,000 plotbundles packed in 1961; none has been found in the several
experiments packed since then.
One Crew of 3 or 4 men does all the lifting and packing
as well as much of the planting of several experiments
per year in the 3- to 4-week planting season found in
southern Michigan. Thus the work is hurried. The Crew
pays most attention to maintenance of proper identity and
to proper treatment of the trees. But no double-checks can
be made on some other details. Hence, of 1,000 plot-bundles
a few may contain extra trees (thrown away during planting) or too few trees (an empty space is left during plant-

